We present an approach for extracting extremal feature lines of scalar indicators on surface meshes, based on discrete Morse Theory. By computing initial Morse-Smale complexes of the scalar indicators of the mesh, we obtain a candidate set of extremal feature lines of the surface. A hierarchy of Morse-Smale complexes is computed by prioritizing feature lines according to a novel criterion and applying a cancellation procedure that allows us to select the most significant lines. Given the scalar indicators on the vertices of the mesh, the presented feature line extraction scheme is interpolation free and needs no derivative estimates. The technique is insensitive to noise and depends only on one parameter: the feature significance. We use the technique to extract surface features yielding impressive, non photorealistic images.
Introduction
The extraction of salient features is a crucial task in visualization, and surface meshes are a common digital representation of objects to be visualized. In non-photorealistic rendering, for instance, the goal is to depict a surface with a sparse set of characteristic features only. Another important example is the registration and fusion of a number of shapes, e.g. for atlas generation in bio-medical applications, such that common features are identified correctly.
Most commonly, feature lines are defined as ridges and ravines of the surface, a notion of differential geometry including third orders of surface derivatives. Several highly evolved algorithms exist to extract feature lines based on this definition [Ebe96, OBS04, YBS05, YBYS07, HPW05, SF04] . As the stability of third derivatives is difficult to control, those approaches require the adaptation of a number of parameters on a per surface basis. This is especially unsatisfactory in registration applications, where a large number of surfaces has to be processed to establish an anatomic atlas.
In this paper we will undertake an alternative approach based on Morse Smale (MS) theory [Mil63, Ban70, EHZ03, Pas07, For98] , which is an algebraic tool for measuring topological features of a function f : M → R on a manifold M. A simplification strategy can be used to obtain a hierarchy of MS complexes giving rise to a natural discrimination of feature scales. We will present a modification of the original persistence simplification strategy that is capable of extracting extremal feature lines in the sense that the value of f is significantly larger or smaller on the feature line than in its vicinity. This extremality property is satisfied by the 1-cells of the initial MS complex that contain the watersheds and watercourses [Soi99] as special cases.
Our main contributions are:
• We identify suitable feature indicator functions for extracting extremal feature lines (Sect. 3.1).
• We show that persistence simplification is not useful for extracting extremal feature lines (Sect. 3.3).
• We introduce a novel simplification strategy that preserves extremal feature lines (Sect. 3.4).
• MS based feature detection necessarily produces connected lines, which is not generally desired. We propose a method to alleviate this problem by discarding unwanted lines in a post-processing step (Sect. 3.5).
The main benefits of our method are:
• By using discrete Morse Theory, the extraction method does not require any derivative estimates.
• There is only one user-defined parameter in the method defining the level of significance of the resulting features.
• The method is insensitive to noise in the input fields (Sect. 4.1). Several approaches for ridge line extraction on surfaces exist. Ohtake et al [OBS04] , Yoshizawa et al [YBS05, YBYS07] , Hildebrandt et al [HPW05] and Stylianou et al [SF04] present different approaches for controlling the involved third derivatives of the surface. While all those approaches yield impressive results, they suffer from the fact that a number of parameters has to be adjusted.
Hierarchical Morse-Smale Complex
A smooth function f on a smooth manifold surface M without boundary embedded in R 3 is a Morse function if its Hessian has full rank at every critical point of f where its gradient vanishes [Mil63, Ban70, PM82, EHZ03] . Gradient curves are maximal lines of f that are everywhere tangent to the gradient. Gradient curves start and end at critical points c of f . The stable and unstable manifolds S(c) and U(c) are the collections of all points that are part of a gradient curve ending at c or originating from c, respectively. The stable and unstable manifolds of maxima and minima can be regarded as hills and valleys, respectively. Critical points that have both a nontrivial stable and unstable manifold are saddles. Both the collection of stable manifolds and the collection of unstable manifolds partition the surface, see Fig. 1 . For Morse functions f , the intersection of both partitions is the Morse-Smale complex of f . This complex subdivides the domain into quads with alternating maximum, saddle, minimum, saddle, see Fig. 1d . The one dimensional arcs in the decomposition link maxima, minima and saddles and are called ascending (descending) 1-cells, if they connect saddles with maxima (minima). Descending (ascending) 1-cells separate hills (valleys) and constitute their boundary.
Cancellation
Pairwise cancellation of saddle/minimum or saddle/maximum can be performed to coarsen the initial complex, as long as the alternating quad property is maintained. A cancellation is called valid in this case. illustrates how a saddle/maximum cancellation usually erases the descending 1-cell of the canceled saddle. The ascending 1-cell stays in the complex, as it still divides the unstable manifolds of the minima adjacent to the canceled saddle. In the special case of a terminal minimum or maximum, both the unstable and the stable manifolds of the saddle vanish, see Fig. 1f . By providing a sequence of valid cancellations, the complex can be coarsened, until no valid cancellation is left. In practice this is done by quantifying each saddle individually by a cancellation criterion. The cancellations are then performed in increasing order of the cancellation criterion.
Discrete Computation of the MS Complex
Based on Banchoff's extension of classical Morse theory to polyhedral surfaces [Ban70] , Edelsbrunner et al [EHZ03] construct the MS complex for piecewise linear functions. The approach is refined by Bremer et al [BEHP04, Pas07] .
Forman [For98, For02] generalizes Morse Theory to the more general category of combinatorial complexes. This generalization is a very strong theoretical foundation for simple and intuitive algorithms. Therefore we base our algorithms on this theory. weighted spanning forests of the triangular surface that partition the surface into stable and unstable manifolds.
• The weighted primal graph PG is the graph of vertices and edges of the surface mesh. Edges are assigned the mean value of the incident vertices.
• The vertices and edges of the dual graph DG are the triangles and edges of the surface mesh, respectively. Triangles are assigned the mean value of the incident vertices.
The maxima of the dual graph serve as roots for a spanning forest representing stable manifolds. Edges are added in decreasing order. Similarly, minima of the primal graph serve as roots for a spanning forest representing unstable manifolds. Edges are added in increasing order, but only if they are not contained in the dual spanning forest. The critical elements of f are the roots of the primal (minima) and dual (maxima) graph and the edges that are not contained in either spanning trees (saddles). Lewiner shows that the extracted locations of critical points correlate with the locations Banchoff describes [Ban70] . The spanning forests can be regarded as the union of all gradient curves on the mesh. Descending gradient curves are traced as concatenated edges in the primal spanning tree as paths to the root, ascending gradient curves as triangle strips in the dual spanning tree. See Fig. 2 for the discrete gradient vector field of the height function of an elevation profile.
The computation of the 1-cells can now be performed as in the smooth setting. For a saddle edge e = (v 1 , v 2 ) that is incident to the faces f 1 , f 2 , the stable manifolds are computed as decreasing paths in the primal spanning tree starting with v 1 , v 2 respectively until the roots m 1 , m 2 (that are minima) are reached. Analogously, unstable manifolds are traced as triangle strips in the dual spanning tree starting from f 1 , f 2 respectively, until the maxima M 1 , M 2 are reached.
Discrete Feature Line Extraction Method

Scalar Feature Indicators
On a smooth surface, the two principal curvatures κ 1 ≥ κ 2 measure the bent of the surface along the corresponding curvature directions. Therefore, the principal curvatures are indicators for surface specific feature lines. Whereas κ 1 is maximal along convex feature lines, κ 2 is minimal along concave feature lines. Curvedness, as introduced by Koenderink et al [KvD92] , is defined by C = 1 2 (κ 2 1 + κ 2 2 ). This measure is large whenever any principal curvature has a large absolute value, and hence measures convex and concave regions simultaneously. It is maximal along both convex and concave feature lines.
On a triangulated surface, κ 1 and κ 2 , can be defined discretely for each vertex of the surface using the method described by Hildebrandt et al [HPW06] .
Morse-Smale Complex and Feature Lines
Ascending 1-cells are maximal lines of scalar feature indicators, as they are lines of steepest ascent separating two valleys if the 1-cell is a watershed, or one valley, if the 1-cell is connected to a terminal maximum, see Fig. 1f , and analogously for descending 1-cells. Depending on the scalar feature indicator, just the ascending (κ 1 , C), or descending (κ 2 ) 1-cells are of interest. Not all of these 1-cells are necessarily features. This is due to the fact that noise adds additional saddles of small difference in function value, an effect known as oversegmentation in the field of watershed transformation [Soi99] . We aim at differentiating the 1-cells that are salient features from noise by applying a cancellation criterion that favors the concentration of scalar indicator value on 1-cells opposed to their vicinity.
Persistence Cancellation
The persistence [ELZ00] of a saddle s is the least difference in function values compared to the cancellable extrema it is linked to. Cancelling saddles by increasing persistence realizes topological simplification by means of the least geometric change, see Bremer et al [BEHP04] .
Persistence cancellation does not preserve feature lines as seen at the rocker arm surface in Fig. 3 and the ascending 1-cells of the initial MS complex of κ 1 containing the convex feature lines of interest. Persistence cancellation initially keeps this property in Fig. 3b . However, further cancellation destroys one of the most characteristic convex feature lines, and a line traversing a concave region is preferred, see Fig. 3c . The obvious reason for this is that the persistence measure only considers the difference in function value between the minimum and the saddle, and hence regards only the deepest point of the feature line.
Feature Line Preserving Cancellation
A feature line preserving cancellation criterion should quantify the whole feature line that is deleted by a cancellation. We want to keep just salient 1-cells from the initial MS complex which means that the quantification of the feature line should be compared to the vicinity of the line. The MS complex allows us both. An ascending 1-cell lies between two valleys which we use as vicinity. In the following, I stands for an arbitrary scalar feature indicator. The proposed quantification σr(s, m) of a cancellation of saddle s and minimum m deleting the ascending 1-cell r is the difference of the average of I on the 1-cell and the average of I on the valley U(m) containing m:
see Fig. 4a -b and analogously for cancellations with a maximum M on the hill S(M) deleting the descending 1-cell v,
A line can not be regarded as a feature if the accumulated I average does not differ significantly compared to both incident patches. Hence, the feature line significance σmax(r) and σ min (v) is defined as the minimum of both values:
where r lies between the minima m 1 , m 2 , and v between the maxima M 1 , M 2 . In words, a 1-cell is regarded as salient if on the line more average I-value is accumulated than in the patches that the 1-cell bounds.
Quantifying 1-cell cancellation as in (3), (4) preserves feature lines, but also, short offshoots of the feature lines are kept that fork off orthogonally from the requested lines. To punish such offshoots, σmax, σ min are adjusted at terminal 1-cells only. These emanate from those saddles, where one of the incident extrema is connected to just one saddle. For an ascending 1-cell r with r 1 , r 2 being the part of the 1-cell ascending to the maxima M 1 , M 2 , and a minimal 1-cell v with v 1 , v 2 being the part of the 1-cell descending to the minima m 1 , m 2 , respectively, the quantifications 
In words, terminal feature lines that are not salient compared to the patches they lie in, are discarded as well. See Fig. 5 for an example of a 1-cell forking off a feature line.
Only valid cancellations may be performed to keep the alternating quad property of the MS complex. This means, a saddle/maximum cancellation is allowed only if the saddle connects two different maxima. Therefore we define the topological adaptations tmax(r) = σmax(r), if the 1-cell r can be deleted by a valid cancellation, ∞ otherwise, and t min (v) = σ min (v), if a valid cancellation exists, ∞ otherwise.
The cancellation criterion t quantifying a saddle s by the least significant cancellable 1-cell passing through the saddle is then defined by
The reduction of lines in the initial complex now proceeds by canceling saddles in increasing order of t. This ensures that the lines with strongest feature line significance are kept. The saddle is canceled with the extremum for which equality is obtained in (9). See the result of using feature line significance as cancellation criterion in Fig. 3d the 1-cell as for persistence cancellation does not occur here; it stays on the feature line.
Two notes are important here: 1. Only one type of 1-cell is a meaningful feature line for most scalar indicators. We handle both types of 1-cells equally anyway for each quantity as this ensures a homogeneous cancellation of minima and maxima. 2. The 1-cell r used to evaluate (1) is restricted to the path uniquely associated with the saddle under consideration. Paths from different saddles can merge before reaching the maximum as depicted in Fig. 5a . This is different from the smooth setting where different 1-cells never meet. In Fig. 5b , the left saddle was canceled with the terminal maximum. Only the unique part of the 1-cell was removed. The remaining path to the maximum connects to other saddles and is therefore retained. Hence, 1-cells are quantified up to the first branching point only.
Discarding Topologically Forced Lines
1-cells r for which no valid cancellation exist might have a smaller feature line significance than the last canceled 1-cell. In this case, r is marked invisible and not displayed afterwards. Examples are the two concentric rings around the hole of the rockerarm in Fig. 3d that are not connected as forced by topology, and the cow's head in Fig. 9b , where the eye area is detached from all other lines.
Optional Line Smoothing
Our method results in lines that either consist of vertices or triangle centers of the mesh. While this is topologically correct, it might not be visually appealing. We applied a simple averaging with fixed filter length. The adapted Laplacian line smoothing technique introduced by Hildebrandt et al [HP04] gives appropriate guarantees when needed.
Implementational Issues
For the computation of the MS complex hierarchy we use the approach introduced by Cazals et al [CCL03] . Instead of using the Union Find structure detailed there, we work directly on the primal and dual spanning tree. A saddle / minimum cancellation is performed by adding the saddle as edge into the primal spanning tree and flipping all edges on the path from the saddle to the cancelled minimum. This results in simple algorithms but affects the performance as for each cancellation a number of edge flips have to be performed.
For computing feature line significance t (9), the involved quantities are stored in the primal and dual spanning trees. Each minimum and each maximum is being initialized with the area of their unstable and stable manifolds respectively, and with the integral of the scalar indicator over the manifold. Any saddle stores the integral and area of the stable manifolds (triangle strips), and the integral and length of the unstable manifolds (edge sequence) emanating from the saddle. Upon cancellation, those values are propagated from the canceled extrema to its uncanceled analogon, so computation of feature line significance requires O(1) time.
All saddles are stored in an AVL tree that is used as priority queue. When a saddle is canceled, the saddles incident to its incident extrema have to be reevaluated, as t can be reduced by a cancellation. In theory, a single extremum can be incident to a majority of the saddles in the complex which means O(n log n) for a single update of the queue in the worst case. In practice, t is designed to cancel minima and maxima on the same priority, and hence our cancellation criterion is not significantly slower than persistence cancellation.
Results
For all results, the used curvature estimates are computed with the discrete method introduced by Hildebrandt et al [HPW06] , without smoothing. All feature lines are shown as extracted by the method. We use red lines to display convex features (maximal lines of κ 1 ), blue lines for concave features (κ 2 minimal), black lines for curvedness C. Smoothed lines are displayed in the unshaded images only, all others contain the unsmoothed originals. Fig. 3 shows the rockerarm surface with 20K triangles. The initial ascending 1-cells are shown together with the result of our method after 3, 550 (of total 3, 875) cancellations. The extraction of the concave features is displayed analogously in Figure 6 . Displaying both sets of feature lines in Figure 6d represents the geometry of the rockerarm well.
Treating concave and convex features separately results in two parameters. Curvedness allows us to reduce this to one parameter, as the maximal structures of curvedness contain both convex and concave features lines, as displayed in Fig.  7 . The ascending 1-cells of the MS complex corresponding to the optimal cancellation value 3, 388 (out of total 3, 777) in Figures 7b-c represent the geometry of the surface, dependent on just one parameter. Due to this, curvedness is particularly suitable for our approach and we favor it over the linked usage of κ 1 and κ 2 , unless either convex or concave features are of particular interest for a specific surface, as for the Stanford bunny with 280K triangles in Fig. 8 , where the concave features alone reflect the geometry well. In this case, the initial descending 1-cells of κ 2 are densely spread The extraction of maximal features of the Curvedness indicator yields both convex and concave feature lines in one. It depends on just one parameter, compared to two for the linked treatment of κ 1 and κ 2 and is therefore our preferred technique.
over the whole surface. The most significant concave feature lines are displayed in Figure 8d . In Fig. 9 the feature lines on the cow's head consisting of 93K triangles are displayed based on curvedness. Three different feature scales corresponding to increasing cancellation values are being displayed, ranging from fine scale in Figures 9a,b) to low scale in Figure d ). It is interesting to see that the head can be recognized at quite coarse scale, and how the addition of fine scale features adds expression to the cow's face. Fig. 9d shows another property of our approach: The terminal 1-cell building the cow's brow is no watershed (as it does not separate two regions) and could only be extracted, as the whole MS complex is used for feature extraction.
The computational complexity of our approach is n log n for the extraction of the initial MS complex (see [CCL03] ), where n is the number of vertices of the mesh. The current implementation requires the 1-cells to be updated directly on the graphs, which is of order n for a single cancellation in the worst case. Table 1 gives timings of our method measured on a workstation with an Intel Xeon CPU with 3.00GHz and 16 GB Ram without parallelization. We have not put much emphasis on efficiency, and it can certainly be improved.
Insensitivity to Noise
Our method is insensitive to noise in the surface mesh. To show this, we add Gaussian noise to the vertex positions of the rockerarm mesh in direction to the mesh normal. We used σ = Table 1 : Timings of our method for various datasets and scalar feature indicators. In rows 3-5, the number of cancellations, the time in seconds to construct the initial MS complex, and for performing all cancellations are shown.
User Guided Parameter Traversal
When using Curvedness as feature indicator, our method depends only on one parameter. This parameter is easy to control, as it allows for binary search. As the initial feature set usually contains far too many lines, we proceed by performing two thirds of the remaining cancellations successively, until visually too few feature lines are contained. In most cases, the previous line set is then very close to the optimum. At most log n values of the cancellation parameter have to be tried, where n is the number of cancellations. An example can be seen in Fig. 11 for the lion vase dataset consisting of about 78K triangles allowing for 17, 613 cancellations.
Limitations
The proposed method has two limitations. Firstly, it results in long connected lines. Whereas this is advantageous in some settings, it is too rigid in others, as it is the case on the rocker arm surface, where our technique fails to resolve the "1-3"-Feature on the side of the rocker arm both in the κ 1 case (Fig. 3) , and in the C case (Figure 7) . Secondly, as Figure 10: Adding Gaussian noise scales to the rockerarm shows the stability of our method. The feature lines just appear disconnected due to occlusion by surface spikes.
mentioned in the last paragraph of Sect. 3.7, our cancellation criterion t from (9) is not monotone, i.e., it can be smaller at later cancellation stages. This makes it impossible to specify a cancellation threshold rather than a cancellation count.
Conclusions
We showed how the Morse-Smale complex of scalar feature indicators and an appropriately adapted cancellation criterion can be used to extract meaningful feature lines of surfaces in a stable way, dependent on just one parameter. In this setting, we identified Curvedness as the most suitable feature indicator for the extraction of surface features.
In the future we aim at comparing the feature lines of our technique with ridge lines, both on a theoretical and on a practical level. Further research directions are twofold: an optional post-processing step seems appropriate in cases, where long connected feature lines are not desired. Furthermore, after having reduced the number of necessary parameters for feature line extraction to one, parameter free feature line extraction seems within reach, e.g. by examining cancellations statistics to provide the user with an initial guess for an optimal cancellation parameter.
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